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1. What is the maximum length for a RS-422/485 network?
RS-422/485 communication usually allows the transmission distance up to 300 meters
or 1000 feet. In the certain baud rate circumstance, the maximum distance of signal
transmission is directly related with how many nodes, the more nodes in the bus, the shorter
transmission distance.

2. How many drives can I connect on a RS-422/485 network?
In a RS-485 bus control network, every drive must be assigned with unique
communication address by the “ST Configurator”, “Step-Servo Quick Tuner” or “SV Quick
Tuner” software, the maximum address is up to 32 devices in one bus.
If you plan to implement a 2-wire or 4-wire RS-485 network of drives, you will first need
to address each drive individually. An easy way to do this is prior to hooking the drives up with
one of the RS-485 implementations, use the RS-232 or RS-485 cable and the “ST
Configurator”, “Step-Servo Quick Tuner” or “SV Quick Tuner” software.
First connect your PC and drive. Then launch the “ST Configurator”, “Step-Servo Quick
Tuner” or “SV Quick Tuner” software on your PC. If you don’t have the software installed, you
can get from MOONS’ web site: www.moonsindustries.com.
Once the “ST Configurator”, “Step-Servo Quick Tuner” or “SV Quick Tuner” software is
launched, select the proper COM port of your PC, and then apply power to the drive. Wait for
communication is established. If you don’t see the any response from the attached drive,
check your wiring and follow the above procedures again.
Next, you must choose an address for each drive. Any of the “low ASCII” characters
(many of which appear below the number keys on a PC keyboard) are acceptable:
! “ # $ % & ‘ ( ) * + , - . / 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 : ; <=> ? @
Once each drive in your network has been given a unique address, you can proceed with
wiring the whole network together.

3. What the wiring topology and the terminal resistor?
Daisy chain wiring topology is recommended to build up RS-422/485 networks with a
terminal resistor typical 120 ohm (tolerance: ±12 ohm) used to terminate each end. Other
wiring topologies, such as star networks, are not recommended due to wave reflection
problems.

4. Which cable is the recommended for RS-422/485 communication?
RS-422/485 network benefits from differential signaling over twisted-pair cable, because
noise from external sources couple equally into both signal lines as common-mode noise,
which is rejected by the differential receiver input.
Industrial RS-485 cables are of the sheathed, unshielded, twisted-pair type, (UTP), with
a characteristic impedance of 120 Ω and 22–24 AWG. Follow figure shows the cross-section of
a four-pair, UTP cable typically used for full-duplex networks. Similar cables, in two-pair and
single-pair versions, are available to accommodate the low-cost design of half-duplex
systems.
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The Industrial RS-485 cable has two major advantages:
a.

The cable nominal characteristic impedance is 120 Ω matches the switching
characteristics of RS-485 transceivers, thus minimizing signal distortion caused by
reflections due to impedance mismatch.

b.

The braided shield provides substantial attenuation to noise currents induced by burst
and surge transients, thus reducing the impact on subsequent transient protection
devices.

The Category 5 twisted pair cable is also recommended as it is widely used for
RS-422/485 networks, inexpensive, easily obtained and certified for quality and data
integrity.

5. How to connect to a host using RS-422/485?
a.

Connecting to a host using 4-wire RS-422

A 4-wire RS-485 implementation is multi-drop networks with separate transmits and
receive wires. One pair of wires connects the host’s TX+ and TX- signals to each drive’s RX+
and RX- terminals. Another pair connects the RX+ and RX- signals of the host to the TX+ and
TX- terminals of each drive. A common ground terminal is provided on each drive and can be
used to keep all drives at the same ground potential. This terminal connects internally to a
drive’s ground connection, so if all the drives on the 4-wire network are powered from the
same supply it is not recommend to connecting the logic grounds. You should only connect
one drive’s GND terminal to the host’s signal ground. Before wiring the entire system you’ll
need to connect each drive individually to the host so that a unique address can be assigned
to each drive.
1. Connect the drive TX+ to the host RX+.
2. Connect the drive TX- to the host RX-.
3. Connect the drive RX+ to the host TX+.
4. Connect the drive RX- to the host TX-.
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5. Connect GND to the host signal ground.
6. Recommend a 120 ohm terminating resistor be connected between the Rx+ and Rxterminals of the drive farthest from the host.

NOTE: Proper cable shielding is a must. High voltage, high frequency, high current
signals that are present on the servo motor cables can emit a significant amount of
electrical interference. Without proper shielding on the communications wiring this
interference can disrupt even noise-tolerant differential line drivers.

b.

Connecting to a host using 2-wire RS-485

A 2-wire RS-485 implementation is a multi-drop network with one pair of wires that is
used for both transmit and receive. To make this type of connection you will first need to
jumper the TX+ terminal of a drive to its own RX+ terminal, and then do the same with the
TX- and RX- terminals. To connect a drive to the host, you will need to connect the TX+/RX+
terminals of the drive to the host’s TX+/RX+ terminal, and then the TX-/RX- terminals of the
drive to the host’s TX-/RX- terminal. We also recommend a 120 terminating resistor be
connected between the TX+ and TX- terminals of the drive farthest from the host. Here is a
diagram.

NOTE: Proper cable shielding is a must. High voltage, high frequency, high current
signals that are present on the servo motor cables can emit a significant amount of
electrical interference. Without proper shielding on the communications wiring this
interference can disrupt even noise-tolerant differential line drivers.
The logical ground terminal connects internally to the DC power supply return (V-) in the
DC input driver, but the logical terminal isolates from the AC power supply return in the AC
input driver, so all RS-485 logical grounds must be connected together and connects to host
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PC ground on AC input driver.

c.

The difference of Full Duplex (RS-442) and Half Duplex (RS-485)

RS-422/485 communication allows connection of more than one drive to a single host PC,
PLC, HMI or other computer. The Full Duplex System (4-Wire Configuration) utilize separate
transmit from receive wires. One pair of wires must connect the host’s transmit signals to
each drive’s RX+ and RX- terminals. The other pair connects the drive’s TX+ and TX- to the
host’s receiving signals.
Because the host in a 4-wire configuration separate transmit from receive wires, it never
disable its transmitter, software is simplified. Some convertors make this process very
difficult to implement and delay communications.
In a 2-wire system, the host must disable its transmitter before it can receive data. This
must be done quickly before a drive to answer a query. The drives includes a transmit delay
parameter that can be adjusted to compensate for a host that is slow to disable its transmitter.
This adjustment can be made over the network using the Transmit Delay (TD) command, or
it can be set using the ST Configurator software. It is not necessary to set the transmit delay
in a four wire system.

6. What is the recommended convertor tool?
Mostly RS-422 or RS-485 port is not available on the host PC. You need to use ‘RS232 to
RS-422/485’ convertor or ‘USB to RS-422/485’ convertor. Following are some recommended
convertors.
UT-201 is a recommended ‘RS-232 to RS-485’ convertor from UTEK TECHNOLOGY
(SHENZHEN) CO, LTD. The connection is as follows. It only supports to establish the
half-duplex (2-wire) RS-485 network. It can’t be used in the full-duplex (4-wire) RS-422
network. (http://www.szutek.cn/Industrial-serial-converters/show/211.html)
DB9 Male (PIN)

convertor Output

Drive

1

T/R+

RS-485(A)

2

T/R-

RS-485(B)

5

GND

GND

UT-202 is a recommended ‘RS-232 to RS-422’ convertor from UTEK TECHNOLOGY
(SHENZHEN) CO, LTD. The connection is as follows. It only supports to establish the
full-duplex (4-wire) RS-422 network. It can’t be used in the half-duplex (2-wire) RS-485
network. (http://www.szutek.cn/Industrial-serial-converters/show/217.html)
DB9 Male (PIN)

convertor Output

Drive

1

T/R+

RX+

2

T/R-

RX-

3

RX+

TX+

4

RX-

TX-
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5

GND

GND

UT-890 is a recommended ‘USB to RS-422/485’ convertor from UTEK TECHNOLOGY
(SHENZHEN) CO, LTD. The connection is as follows. It supports to establish either the
half-duplex (2-wire) RS-485 network or the full-duplex (4-wire) RS-422 network.
(http://www.szutek.cn/industrial-automation5/show/305.html)

DB9 Male (PIN)

convertor Output

Drive with

Drive with

RS-442 Full

RS-485

Duplex

Half Duplex

1

T/R+

RX+

RS-485(A)

2

T/R-

RX-

RS-485(B)

3

RX+

TX+

NC

4

RX-

TX-

NC

5

GND

GND

GND

7. What is the Communication Protocol?
The communications are based on the common ASCII character set transmitted using
standard UARTs over an RS-485 or RS-422 hardware interface.
We operate our UARTs with the following settings: 1 start bit, 8 data bits, 0 (no) parity bit
and 1 stop bit.
The basic structure of a command packet from the host to the drive is always a text string
followed by a carriage return. The text string is always composed of the command itself,
followed by any parameters used by the command. The carriage return denotes the end of
transmission to the drive. Here is the basic syntax.
YXXAB<\r>
In the syntax above, “Y” symbolizes the drive’s RS-485 address, required by RS-485
networking. “XX” symbolizes the command itself, which is always composed of two capital
letters. “A” symbolizes the first of two possible parameters, and “B” symbolizes the second.
Parameters 1 and 2 vary in length, can be letters or numbers, and are often optional. The
“<\r>” symbolizes the carriage return which terminates the command string. How the
carriage return is generated in your application will depend on your host software. If the drive
doesn’t receive the carriage return by the end of one command, it will response ‘?1’ to show
receive command time out error.
Once a drive receives the <\r> it will determine whether or not it understood the
preceding characters as a valid command. If it did understand the command the drive will
either execute or buffer the command. If Ack/Nack is turned on (PR bit2 is set), the drive will
also send an Acknowledge character (Ack) back to the host. The Ack for an executed
command is % (percent sign), and for a buffered command is * (asterisk).
It is always recommended that the user program wait for an ACK/NACK character before
subsequent commands are sent. For example, the host sends ‘1CC1’, the drive (node address
is “1”) received valid and return an Acknowledge character (Ack) ‘%’ to the host. The host is
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required to confirm the Acknowledge character ‘%’ firstly, after that it can send out the next
command. If the host does not receive any response, or receive Unacknowledged character
(Nack) ‘?n’ response (n=1…14), which means error occur. The host needs to deal with the
abnormal situation, check the alarm code, status code and fix the error. If error is fixed and
cleared, the previous command may be transmitted again until the host gets the right
response from the drive. Then the host can send out the next command. Following is the
routine of recommended communication mechanism between host and drive:
Step1: Host sends out command to drive with RS-485 address;
Step2: Drive in RS-485 network with dedicated RS-485 address receives the command,
responses Ack/Nack to the host. Then execute or buffer the command immediately;
Step3: Host waits for the drive response from the dedicated RS-485 address; if the host
doesn’t receive any response during the user’s program defined time-out, the previous
command may be transmitted again until the host gets the response.
Step4: When response received by the host, it checks with RS-485 address and
Ack/Nack response; if the address is not correct, ignore the response and wait for the
next response.
Step5: If RS-485 address is correct and Ack is received, after a proper period of delay
time, the host can send out the next command;
Step6: If RS-485 address is correct but Nack is received, the host needs to deal with the
abnormal situation, check the alarm code, status code and fix the error. If error is fixed
and cleared, the previous command may be transmitted again until the host gets the
right response from the drive. Then the host can send out the next command;
If the drive did not understand the command it will do nothing. If Ack/Nack is turned on
a Nack will be sent, which is signified by a ? (Question mark). The Nack is usually
accompanied by a numerical code that indicates a particular error.
Responses from the drive will be sent with a similar syntax to the associated SCL
command.
YXX=A<\r>
In the syntax above, “Y” symbolizes the drive’s RS-485 address, required by RS-485
networking. “XX” symbolizes the command itself, which is always composed of two capital
letters. “A” symbolizes the requested data, and may be presented in either Decimal (IFD) or
Hexadecimal format (IFH). The “<\r>” symbolizes the carriage return which terminates the
response string.

8. What are the Acknowledged /Negative Acknowledge Characters?
When ‘PR’ command bit2 is set, Ack/Nack is turned on. This option causes the drive to
acknowledge every transmission from a host, whether the command is requesting data or not.
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If a host requests data (for example a DI command with no parameter), the response is
considered the acknowledgement. However, if the host sends commands that do not request
data from the drive, the drive will still respond with one of the following characters:
“%” - The “percent” character is a Normal Acknowledge (Ack) character that means the
drive accepted the command and executed it.
“*” - The “asterisk” character is an Exception Acknowledge (Ack) character that means
the drive accepted the command and buffered it into the queue. Depending on the status of
the queue, execution of the exception acknowledged command(s) can occur at any time after
the acknowledge.
“?” - The “question mark” character is a Negative Acknowledge (Nack) character that
means a parsing error occurred while the drive was receiving the command. A second
character may follow the question mark, which provides an error code describing the type of
parsing error. Here is the list of error codes:
1

Command timed out

2

Parameter is too long

3

Too few parameters

4

Too many parameters

5

Parameter out of range

6

Command buffer (queue) full

7

Cannot process command

8

Program running

9

Bad password

10

Comm port error or bad checksum error (check CE command)

11

Bad character

12

I/O point already used by current Command Mode, and cannot be changed
(Flex I/O drives only)

13

I/O point configured for incorrect use (i.e., input vs. output) (Flex I/O drives
only)

14

I/O point cannot be used for requested function - see HW manual for possible
I/O function assignments. (Flex I/O drives only)

9. What is the Transmit Delay time?
A transmit delay parameter that can be adjusted to compensate for a host that is slow to
disable its transmitter. This adjustment can be made over the network using the Transmit
Delay command (TD). Typically this is needed when using the 2-wire RS-485 interface
(Half-duplex). Because the same wires are used for both receive and transmit a time delay is
usually needed to allow transition time. The Host device’s RS-485 specification must be
understood to determine the time delay needed. The default value of TD is 10 milliseconds.
The minimum value of TD is 2 milliseconds.

10. How to calculate the delay time between two commands?
In complete RS-485 product series, although some of product hardware are full duplex (4
wire), in firmware process they are still half duplex, which means transmit delay time (TD)
has to be considered in real communication. In mostly cases, a 50ms delay time is
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recommended between non-motion commands. You can also calculate the delay time in
specific application.
For example, if PC transmits ‘IP’ command with baud rate 9600, host PC request：
IP\r
Transmit time can be calculated by,
Each character in ASCII code requires：
Starting bit（1bit）+ Data（8bits）+ End bit（1bit） = 10bits
There are 3 characters in above command（’I’ + ’P’ + ‘\r’（0x0D））
Total transmit time = 3 * 10 bits / 9600 = 3.125 ms
This means when PC send out “IP\r” command, after 3.125ms the drive received whole
command, transmit delay time（TD, default is 10ms, firmware switch from receiver to
transmit process time, the minimum of TD is 2ms）
After the command is well received, the drive response,
For example, IP=-2147483648
There are 15 characters in response command（’I’ + ‘P’ + ‘=’ + ‘-‘ + ‘2’ + ‘1’ + ‘4’ + ‘7’
+ ‘4’ + ’8’ + ’3’ + ‘6’ + ’4’ + ’8’ + ‘\r’（0x0D）
Total response time = 15*10 bits/ 9600 = 15.625 ms
So the total delay time after one command transmit and get response in above example
is: 3.125ms + 10ms（TD）+ 15.625ms = 28.75 ms
Above is the theoretical calculated time. In real application, command transmit may
occur mistake, when an unknown command send to the drive, the drive will return TIME_OUT
error (Nack: ?1). Typical time for drive to process TIME_OUT error is 200ms. The host needs
to deal with the abnormal situation, check the alarm and status codes and fix the error. If
error is fixed and cleared, the previous command may be transmitted again until the host
gets the right response from the drive.
Another example of delay time is when there is motion command executed. For example
in SCL script, node address is “1”.
1FL20000
% delay time
1EP
Delay time must be considered between ‘1FL20000’ and ‘1EP’ commands. The ‘FL’ motion
complete time is depended by AC/DE/VE/DI settings. After the motion is complete, then you
can send ‘EP’ to check motor position. If you send the ‘EP’ command before the motion is
complete, the drive will buffer the ‘EP’ command but won’t response to it until the motion is
complete. The buffer size is 63 commands. If the buffer is full, no more commands can be
accepted (a buffer overflow will occur if another command is sent).
Following shows the detailed calculation about above example based on specific motion
profile: Baud Rate=9600, AC=400, DE=400, VE=40, DI=20000, TD=2, request EP after
motion is complete, node address is “1”.
1FL20000
% 110
1EP
%20
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Endless loop
The motion profile is shown on below chart.

The motion complete time is at least 100ms. However when the PC sends out ‘FL20000’,
the data is 8 characters (including ‘\r’) which is 80 bits. When baud rate is 9600, the transmit
time = 80 bits/9600+ TD (2ms) =10.33ms.
So total delay time (from PC sends out ‘FL20000’ to the motor and motor movement is
completed) = 10.33 + 100ms =110.33ms. Then set delay time 110ms after FL command in
above SCL script.
Then PC sends out ‘EP’ command (30 bits), and drive responses EP value (maximum
range: -2,147,483,647 to 2,147,483,647) which means 11 characters respond in maximum,
so the data will be 150 bits (15 characters in maximum response data).
So total delay time = (30 bits + 150 bits)/9600+TD (2ms) = 20.75ms. Then set delay
time 20ms after EP command in SCL script before it goes to endless loop.
In Step-Servo product series, except the motion complete time needs to be considered
after motion command (like FL) is sent, the motion settling time is also required to be taken
into account before the motor gets the expected position error (depended by tuning
parameters). See below.
Velocity Loop Tuning
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Position Loop Tuning

When the motion profile is completed, the motor is not in still condition. The position error
is unstable which means more time is required for motor reach the position with good position
error. When the time goes to 150ms on above motion profile, the position error is within ±10
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counts, the motor is almost quiet still. Then check the EP value, it will be much stable and
correct.
So Step-Servo product series, the delay time needs to be increased after the ‘FL20000’
command. See below is the better delay time setting in above example.

11. What are the Alarm and Status Codes?
One of a drive’s diagnostic tools is its ability to send alarm and status codes back to a host.
The AL (Alarm code) and SC (Status Code) commands can be used by a host to query a drive
at any time. If a drive faults or sets an alarm, the AL command allows the host to find out
what alarm, or alarms, has been set. Similarly, the SC command allows a host to find out
what the status code of a drive is at any time during drive operation. A status code provides
information as to whether the drive is running, in position, disabled, homing, and other
conditions. Both alarm and status codes can be very useful when initially setting up and
integrating a servo system into your machine.
The Alarm and Status codes are hexadecimal equivalents of 16 bit binary “words”. Each
bit in each binary word is assigned a meaning, and therefore a code word can actually show
information about more than one alarm or status condition.

a. Alarm Codes Definition (AL command)
When a host sends the AL command, the response from the drive will be the Hexadecimal
equivalent of a 16-bit word. This hexadecimal value is considered the Alarm Code, and the
hex adecimal value for each of the bits in the Alarm Code is given below.
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Hex
Value

ST

STAC

STM

SWM

SS

SSM

TSM

TXM

SV

SVAC

BLD

0001

Position Limit

-

0002

CCW Limit

-

0004

CW Limit

-

0008

Over Temp

0010

Internal Voltage

0020

Over Voltage

0040

Under Voltage

Under Voltage

0080

Under
Voltage

Over Current
Open

0100

Open Motor Winding

Bad Hall Sensor

Motor
Winding

0200

Bad

Not

Not

Encoder

Used

Used

Bad Hall Encoder

0400

Com Error

0800

Bad Flash

1000
2000

No Move
Not Used

Bad Encoder

Regen Failed

Bad Hall
Sensor

No Move

Current Foldback

4000

Flash Read Err1

8000

Flash Read Err2

Flash Read Err1
No Move

-

NOTE: Items in bold italic represent Drive Faults, which automatically disable the motor.
Use the OF command in a Q Program to branch on a Drive Fault.

b. Status Codes Definition (SC command)
When a host sends the SC command, the response from the drive will be the Hexadecimal
equivalent of a 16-bit word. This hexadecimal value is considered the Status Code, and the
hexadecimal value for each of the bits in the Status Code is given below. When a host sends
the SC command, the response from the drive will actually be the Hexadecimal equivalent of
this 16-bit word. This hexadecimal value is considered the Status Code, and the equivalent
hexadecimal value for each of the bits is given below.
Hex Value

Status Code bit definition

0001

Motor Enabled (Motor Disabled if this bit = 0)

0002

Sampling (for Quick Tuner)

0004

Drive Fault (check Alarm Code)

0008

In Position (motor is in position)

0010

Moving (motor is moving)

0020

Jogging (currently in jog mode)

0040

Stopping (in the process of stopping from a stop command)

0080

Waiting for an input (executing WI command)
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0100

Saving (parameter data is being saved)

0200

Alarm present (check Alarm Code)

0400

Homing (executing an SH command)

0800

Wait Time (executing a WT command)

1000

Wizard running (Timing Wizard is running)

2000

Checking encoder (Timing Wizard is running)

4000

Q Program is running

8000

Initializing (happens at power up)

12. What is the Checksum?
A checksum is a count of the number of bits in a transmission unit that is included with the
unit so that the receiver can check to see whether the same number of bits arrived. If the
counts match, it's assumed that the complete transmission was received.

13. What is the Checksum (Type I)?
Checksum (Type I) is available in ST, STM, SWM, SS, SSM, TSM and TXM product series.
For ST, STM and SWM product series send ‘PR13’ to the drive turns on the Checksum (Type I).
For SS, TSM, SSM and TXM product series send ‘PR77’ to the drive turns on the Checksum
(Type I). Checksum (Type I) is not available in STAC, SV, SVAC and BLD series.

a. Checksum protocol and Data Frame
This Checksum Protocol is based on 1’s complement, and added at the end of every
“Command”. There is a delimiter “{” between the “Command” chars and the one byte
Checksum. The Data Frame as the following:
Example: “CC” Command
Send Command (from Host):
Host Request: CC
Chars

“C”

“C”

“{”

Checksum

“Carriage Return”

Hex

0x43

0x43

0x7B

0x79

0x0D

Receive back (from Drive):
Drive Response:

CC=1.2

Chars

“C”

“C”

“=”

“1”

“.”

“2”

“{”

Checksum

Hex

0x43

0x43

0x3D

0x31

0x2E

0x32

0x7B

0xAB

“Carriage
Return”
0x0D

If host receives a Nack response "?10", this is a comm port error that may be a bad
checksum. To see what it is use the "CE" command which will give back an error code in
"Hex".
Here is the list of Error codes for the "CE" command (the ones in RED are for the
checksum)
Command

Hex Code

Dec Code

Description

CE

0x0000

0

Communication is normal
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0x0001

1

Communication Parity bit does not match

0x0002

2

Communication Framing Error

0x0004

4

Noise on the receiver input

0x0008

8

Overflow error

0x0010

16

Receive Buffer is Full

0x0020

32

Transmit Buffer is Full

0x0040

64

Bad SPI opcode (this only for SPI interface
comm)

0x0080

128

Transmit Time Out

0x0100

256

Receive Time Out

0x0200

512

Bad checksum on the receiver

0x0400

1024

Too many chars for the command

b. How to using the checksum feature
Here is the format of the protocol: [optional]
[Address]

Command

Parameter(s)

(delimiters)
("{", ASCII 123) Checksum ("Carriage

Return", ASCII 13)
The character "{", ASCII 123, is used to delimit the main packet and the checksum.
The checksum is 8-bit, 1's complement (add up all the character from the "Address" to
"Parameter" don't include the "{" character, "mask" off the lower byte to restrict it to 8 bits,
invert all the bits)
The checksum is only one byte (8 bits), regardless the IF “H” or “D”.
NOTE 1: There is no checksum on the "Ack" or "Nack" packets. These are very simple
responses that in the case of an "Ack" does not have data or the "Nack" has only an error
code.
NOTE 2:

when checksumming is turned on, you are not allowed to send a packet

without the checksum, otherwise it will return back “?12”(means no Checksum), In the other
hand, when checksumming is turned off, but send command with checksum, it will return a
“?4”(means too many parameters).

c. C code for calculating 1’s complement checksum algorithm:
Example:
unsigned char Cal1ComplementChksm(unsigned char *pSCLCommandBuf)
{
int

iCheckSum = 0;

while(*pSCLCommandBuf

//initializes the CheckSum
!= ‘{‘ )

{
iCheckSum += *pSCLCommandBuf++;

//calculate the CheckSum

}
//make this CheckSum as 1’s complement
iCheckSum = (~iCheckSum & 0xFF) ;
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return iCheckSum;
}

14. What is the Checksum (Type II)?
Checksum (Type II) is only available on step-servo product series: SS, TSM, SSM and
TXM. Send ‘PR13’ to the drive turns on the Checksum (Type II). Checksum (Type II) is not
available in ST, STM, SWM, STAC, SV, SVAC and BLD series.

a. Checksum protocol and Data Frame
This Checksum Protocol is based on 1’s complement, and added at the end of every
“Command”. There is a delimiter “{” between the “Command” chars and the one byte
Checksum. The Data Frame as the following:
Example: “CC” Command
Send Command (from Host):
Host Request: CC
( IF = H ) Hexadecimal mode
Chars

“C”

“C”

“{“

Hex

0x43

0x43

0x7B

Checksum Hex mode:

“Carriage

0x79 (2 ASCII )

Return”

0x37

0x39

0x0D

( IF = D ) Decimal mode
Chars

“C”

“C”

“{“

Hex

0x43

0x43

0x7B

Checksum Dec mode:

“Carriage

121 (3 ASCII )

Return”

0x31

0x32

0x31

0x0D

Note: Even when checksumming in Checksum (Type II) is turned on, you are
allowed to send a packet without the checksum.
Receive back (from Drive):
Drive Response:

CC=5

( IF = H ) Hexadecimal mode
Drive Response:

CC=5{07

Chars

“C”

“C”

“=”

“5”

“{“

Hex

0x43

0x43

0x3D

0x35

0x7B

Checksum:
07 (2 ASCII)
0x30

0x37

“Carriage Return”
0x0D

( IF = D ) Decimal mode
Drive Response:

CC=5{007

Chars

“C”

“C”

“=”

“5”

“{“

Hex

0x43

0x43

0x3D

0x35

0x7B
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If host receives a Nack response "?10", this is a comm port error that may be a bad
checksum. To see what it is use the "CE" command which will give back an error code in
"Hex".
Here is the list of Error codes for the "CE" command (the ones in RED are for the
checksum)
Command

Hex Code

Dec Code

Description

CE

0x0000

0

Communication is normal

0x0001

1

Communication Parity bit does not match

0x0002

2

Communication Framing Error

0x0004

4

Noise on the receiver input

0x0008

8

Overflow error

0x0010

16

Receive Buffer is Full

0x0020

32

Transmit Buffer is Full

0x0040

64

Bad SPI opcode (this only for SPI interface
comm)

0x0080

128

Transmit Time Out

0x0100

256

Receive Time Out

0x0200

512

Bad checksum on the receiver

0x0400

1024

Too many chars for the command

b. How to using the checksum feature
Here is the format of the protocol: [optional]
[Address]

Command

Parameter(s)

(delimiters)
("{", ASCII 123) Checksum ("Carriage

Return", ASCII 13)
The character "{", ASCII 123, is used to delimit the main packet and the checksum.
The checksum value is 8-bit, 1's complement (add up all the character from the "Address"
to "Parameter" don't include the "{" character, "mask" off the lower byte (means grabbing the
lower byte of the checksum) to restrict it to 8 bits, invert all the bits), and then convert the
value to ASCII chars.
The checksum can be either "Decimal" or "Hexadecimal". When Decimal it is always 3
characters long (000 to 255). When Hexadecimal it is always 2 characters long (00 to FF)
The "IF" command is used to set the checksum data type. "IFD" for Decimal, "IFH" for
Hexadecimal.
NOTE 1: There is no checksum on the "Ack" or "Nack" packets. These are very simple
responses that in the case of an "Ack" does not have data or the "Nack" has only an error
code.
NOTE 2: Even when checksumming is turned on, you are allowed to send a packet
without the checksum. It will be accepted as normal. Testing for a checksum is only done
when the "{" (ASCII 123) character is sent as the delimiter.

c. C code for calculating 1’s complement checksum algorithm:
Example:
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unsigned char Cal_1sComplementChksm(unsigned char *pSCLCommandBuf)
{
int

iCheckSum = 0;

while(*pSCLCommandBuf

//initializes the CheckSum
!= ‘{‘ )

{
iCheckSum += *pSCLCommandBuf++;

//calculate the CheckSum

}
//make this CheckSum as 1’s complement
iCheckSum = (~iCheckSum & 0xFF) ;
return iCheckSum;
//convert the iCheckSum to 2 or 3 ASCII chars based on Hexadecimal or Decimal mode
set in drive.
}
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